DATIG MEETING MINUTES April 11/2019
8pm-9:15pm Eastern - 2nd Thursday of every month
(712)-770-6705 (110114#)
OPEN AT 8PM (Eastern)
Press *5 to Mute the Line then *9 and 1 to Start the Recording

Salina opened the meeting with the 3rd Step Prayer.
Rosemary read the Tradition of the month and the 12th Tradition. (Usually all 12 Traditions are
read)
Irene read the opening paragraph of the 12 Concepts and the Concept of the month (#4).
ROLL CALL

Salina moderator in the absence of Arden – Conference Call Moderator (IR for 10pm Monday
Night Musicians BDA #1495) in Oregon
Jeanne in California – Recording Secretary (IR for 7pm Wednesday 50 Plus DA #1187)
Rosemary in New York – Webmaster
Vacant – Speaker Chair
Vacant – Intergroup Service Rep
Irene – Treasurer and IR for 10pm Friday DA Clear Away (#1374)
Pam- Thursday 9 O’Clock UnderEarners meeting in Australia
MINUTES from Previous Meeting: Outgoing Recording Secretary- Jeanne
Jeanne read the minutes from the March 14 meeting, summarizing the discussions. An

addendum to reflect the email sessions on March 28 and March 31 were added.
The minutes were accepted as amended by acclamation. and sent (via email).
REPORTS
1. Treasurer-Irene
Donations received March 14 - April 11, 2019
Amt from Donor
from an individual

PayPal fee

$3.00

2 groups donating together $10.00
$5.00 from each group

Net received

($0.39)
($0.59)

$2.61
$9.41

from a group

$6.00

($0.47)

$5.53

from a group

$10.00

($0.59)

$9.41

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$29.00
($2.04)
$26.96

$429.92 balance as of Meeting March 14, 2019
$26.96 plus net donations received
($456.88) less the amounts transferred to Rosemary’s holding account
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$0.00 Paypal balance as of April 11, 2019
Irene conferred extensively with Paypal and submitted her personal information as primary
contact. Paypal had created the account as a personally owned business account with John S as
owner. Since we are not a Non-Profit, ultimately, we need to submit proof that DATIG is a
legitimate business entity in order to make DATIG the owner of the account. At that point, we
can remove John as owner.
2. Correspondence Secretary- not present
3. Conference Call Moderator- Salina
Has not heard any conference call requests regarding the conference call line.
4. Webmaster-Rosemary
1. We have 3 new meetings-Monday at 9:15 pm (Eastern) , a hybrid meeting focusing on
retirement called Forever Young NM, based in New Mexico; Fridays at 11:30 am(Eastern) No
Matter What-Showing Up Action Group; BDA Zoom Meeting, Experience, Strength and
Hope- not new but moved from Friday mornings to Friday nights and have moved from Skype
to Zoom (there is a link rather than a phone number)
2. Regarding the Friday 4:00 pm Visions meeting, new volunteers have stepped up and they are
redoing the format and so Rosemary won’t have to carry it as she had been, with no need to
report on it as it should be OK
3.In regard to the Friday Night Sanity Seekers meeting, she has tried to contact the General
Service Office but has not heard anything back. She will try to remember to check it Friday
night.
4.Rosemary reported that she did receive the $456.88 from the DATIG Paypal Account and the
way it is working is that it goes to her Paypal Account, to her personal checking account and
then she writes a check from that account to an infrequently used checking account she has.
So repeated transactions are cumbersome.
5. Adhoc Pressure Relief Marathon Committee- not present
6. Speaker Chair- Vacant
7. Intergroup Service Rep- Vacant
Elections: (Positions are 6 months long, with elections in March and September)
Webmaster- Volunteer position, Rosemary is willing to continue.
Correspondence Secretary- No requirements. Receives and responds to email inquiries from
the website regarding the DA program and DA phone meetings.

(Remains vacant)
Conference Call Moderator-No requirements. Receives and responds to email inquiries from
the website regarding requests for meetings to be added to the shared conference line, will
check on the website to see if that time is available with a set amount of cushion before and
after, will respond with a yes or no. If yes, They confirm a start date, email a link to the keypad
commands for the line, and point out a few things about the shared line (like it is unmuted to
begin by default), the host pin as well as the participant code. (There are other duty details in
the format.) Once set up they will email the Webmaster with the information and start date.
They also problem solve technical difficulties with the shared conference line or any questions
or noise on the shared conference line. Sometimes that will mean logging on to the shared
conference line and staying on until the problem is resolved. Right now there are three
meetings that are using the shared conference line, all on Thursdays. (Remains vacant)
Speaker Chair-New position, 3 months abstinence and 2 PRM’s Responsibilities to be
determined/voted on. Salina prepared the following paragraph as requested in the last
meeting with amendments from members:
“Seeks out people who are willing to be on an annually updated list of speakers who are willing
to share their experience, strength and hope on DA phone meetings (pertaining to what
happened, how they got to the program and what’s happened since). Emails the speaker list to
individual meeting speaker seekers or chairs, upon request. Creates or maintains a speaker list
containing the following information for each willing speaker: first name, contact number, time
zone, time parameters for receiving phone calls, length of time in DA, whether they participate
in DA HOW and whether they identify as a business owner, underearner or compulsive
spender. Updates the speaker list annually by contacting everyone on it to see if they are still
available and by seeking out new speakers to add to the list. (Note: Reaching out to meeting
speaker seekers may help, as many of them have been doing it for a while and may already
have a long list of speakers, even if it’s not formally organized.)”
(Remains vacant)
Intergroup Service Rep-This meeting has discussed requirements or term commitment -DA-GSB
recommends a 3 year commitment. Responsibilities include represent DATIG at the annual
World Service Conference (WSC), serve on a committee at the WSC and if desired on a caucus,
voting at the WSC, reporting back to DATIG what happened at the WSC, meet with the
committee by phone or email throughout the year to be able to report the committees work at
the next WSC. Salina is interested in this position but cannot go to WSC this year but may be
interested in the summer after this one. The application for the John H Scholarship to attend
the WSC is in April. It is also suggested that the GSR not take on any other positions in the
meeting they represent while they are GSR. Irene noted that to apply for the John H
scholarship a second year, you have to have attended 10 of the 12 committee meetings in the
year. It was suggested this information be put into any requirements we develop for this
position. Term length and requirements were tabled in the interest of time. (Remains vacant)
Literature Chair- We do not have an active Literature Committee at this time.
Old Business:
The question was when should we discuss Lets Grow DA ’s request to be restored to the
meeting list- Irene noted that it would be good to wait because on this Sunday (April 14) there

is a GSB workshop on Public Information; it will be available on the DA website under podcasts
if you can’t attend. (Discussion tabled for now)
Skype wording-(Discussion tabled for now)
Paypal/TreasuryIrene reported that In order to create a formal business entity, we would need to get a
business license. She did research into what it would take to create an LLC in California,
Oregon, or Washington, each having differing requirements and fees. There were concerns by
members about having to list the personal information of DATIG members on the internet if an
LLC is obtained in California ($90 to open/$20 every two years/need to file an exemption, all
personal information would be online.). For Oregon($100 to open/$100 year to renew, $100
to close). The cost of opening an LLC in Oregon($100 to open/$100 year to renew/ $100 to
close) and Washington($200 to open/$60 year to renew/ no cost to close, with complete
privacy for an LLC) was also a concern.
Even if we close the current Paypal Acct. and open another one we would have to do a similar
thing or face closing and reopening accounts with each change of treasurer.
Jeanne felt that we request help in this from the General Service Board (GSB) as to how they
have done it and if they can help us with this issue.
Irene said Southern California Intergroup is an LLC. Many older groups were grandfathered in
before 911 and she felt the GSB should give us updated guidelines as to how to proceed
because the current procedures do not address these problems.
Pam asked if there was an expedient measure to take while these other issues may take a
longer time to resolve.
Rosemary noted it does not cost anything to change the email for the treasurer.
Pam asked if Irene could talk to someone in the Southern California Intergroup.
The following decisions were made:
To ask Irene to contact the GSB for assistance in this matter, to inquire as to the possibility of
having DA as a whole open a Paypal account on our behalf or to give us guidance as to how to
proceed, recognizing this could take a long time to be resolved. Also to ask for new guidelines
to be developed.
We agreed by acclamation to keep the Paypal account open and let any future donations
accumulate there for now and for Rosemary to hold the amount she has in her checking
account in the meantime.
New Business
None

Close
The meeting closed at 9:40pm (Eastern)

